Transcriptional frequency and cell determination.
The relative base composition of DNA regulatory sequences of certain genes of undetermined multipotent progenitor cells may account for the frequency of transcription of these genes in cell determination. The sequences of these regulatory regions of cell determination genes that are more AT-rich would create the potential for transcription at a higher frequency due to their lower melting temperature, as well as propensity to bend. An increase of one or more of the high mobility group (HMG) chromatin proteins would preferentially bind the more AT-rich regulatory sequences, thereby increasing the rate of transcription. The amount of unphosphorylated H1 histone reacting with these same regulatory sites may decrease transcription frequency. The level of cell growth, i.e. total protein synthesis of a cell, is correlated positively with the synthesis of HMG proteins. H1 histone synthesis is linked to DNA replication. Unbalanced growth would alter the amounts of HMG proteins and H1 histone, thus changing transcriptional frequency. The greater the enrichment of AT sequences in the regulatory regions of the cell determination genes, the greater may be the extent of evolutionary conservation. Higher frequency of transcription of the cell determination genes with the more AT-rich regulatory sequences could account for the earlier expression of the more conserved cell determination genes during embryonic development. Preferential binding of H1 histone to the more AT-rich regulatory sequences would subsequently restrict their transcription before that of less conserved cell determination genes.